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Overview
1 bedroom

1 bathroom

2 guests

Minimum stay varies 
Condo/Apartment
Panacea Place - Positioned on a northern ridge in Judith's Fancy you will enjoy amazing views over Salt River and
the bioluminescent bays. Seemingly endless ocean views are enhanced by the northern Virgin Islands and are
readily enjoyed from the infinity pool with a natural tree umbrella to set the tone for relaxation and rejuvenation. <br>
<br>Panacea Place is a 1250 square foot luxury 1 bedroom rental with lots of space to stretch out and relax with Wi-
Fi throughout. The space is fully air conditioned and has large ceiling fans to supplement your comfort. The full
kitchen with granite counter tops and quality appliances is well lit with both direct and indirect lighting adaptable to
the need. Light where and when needed for cooking, dining, and evening mood lighting in your romantic retreat.
Behind the leaded glass doors you'll enjoy your air conditioned bedroom and bath with luxury linens and bedding.
Our space is intended for 1 or two guests and is restricted to non-smokers to ensure maximum comfort and
cleanliness. We often get the question, is this shared space? The apartment space is not shared with anyone else,
it's all yours. You will be the only guests at Panacea Place, but the owners do still live in the main section of the
house. The apartment and main section are on the same level, but are separated by an outdoor center courtyard.
The separation is effective at ensuring privacy.<br><br>Wanting to dine al fresco, then pull up a chair on the deck or
under cover to avoid the sun while keeping the breeze. In general, we want you to enjoy your stay and feel
comfortable to relax in the pool or at any of the outdoor furniture when it fits your schedule! The pool and outdoor
spaces are shared, but we do not use them when our guests are present and enjoying them. We respect your
vacation time and privacy.<br><br>Beach towels will be provided so no need to fill the suitcase with bulky towels.
<br><br>Outside: Killer views are abundant! Enjoy them from the poolside chaises or table, the romantic Adirondack
chairs, the under cover rocking chairs, exploring the landscape, or while dipping in the infinity pool! After dark, enjoy
a night swim or just the pool light show from the new multi-color dimmable LED lighting system.<br><br>Inside:
Creature comforts include a 55 inch television with an expanded cable package of TV channels so you don't have to
miss your favorite show or game. With high speed internet provided by a dedicated router, you will never be out of
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touch during your stay. Want to enjoy your favorite tunes, then turn on the stereo and relax. Bring your favorite music
on your device and Bluetooth to the stereo and enjoy your own music throughout the space. Want to chill with a book
or challenge yourself with a cast puzzle, the options are plentiful. Don't forget to bring your Netflix or Hulu account
login information if you want to have access to these during your stay.<br><br>For your security and piece of mind,
we use an electronic digital code locking deadbolt. Your code will be unique to you, yes we change it for every guest
stay.<br><br>Panacea Place is now greener than ever! Powered by a solar PV system with battery storage, sun
energy is supporting your stay. A new inverter-based power system adds the advantage that you will not experience
a power outage or likely even a flicker during your stay – not many places in the Caribbean can make such a claim!
<br><br>

House Rules
Pets not allowedNot suitable for kidsNo smoking
Bathrooms
1 Full bath

Meet The Host
Hosting since December 2019
Response Time: Within a few hours
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